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1. INTRODUCTION
Qualitative theory for discrete dynamic systems with 1-D, that is, for
ordinary delay difference equations, which parallels the qualitative theory
of ordinary delay differential equations, has been investigated by a number
of authors in recent years. Some of the results obtained have been
w xcollected in the book by Gyori and Ladas 1, Chap. 7 . In contrast,
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nonlinear discrete dynamic systems with 2-D, that is, delay partial differ-
ence equations, are as importance as difference equations. Few papers
have been devoted to the development of the qualitative theory of their
w xsolutions; for instance, refer to 2]12 . In fact, partial difference equations
arise in applications involving population dynamics with spatial migrations
w xand chemical reaction; see 13 .
This paper is concerned with a class of delay partial difference equations
of the form
k kA q A q aA y bAŽ . Ž .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n
u
kq P m , n f A s 0 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ž .i i mys , nyti i
is1
and
k kA q A q aA y bAŽ . Ž .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n
u
kq P m , n A s 0, 2Ž . Ž .Ý i mys , nyti i
is1
where a is a nonnegative real number. b is a positive real number.
Ž . Ž .P m, n , . . . , P m, n are positive functions defined for m, n G 0, the1 u
delays s , t are nonnegative integers, k s hrj , h, j are positive oddi i
Ž . Ž .integers, and k ) 1. f x is a continuous function and xf x ) 0, i si i
1, 2, . . . , u for x / 0. We assume that
0 - b y a s u F 1. 3Ž .
Let
 4  4s s max s , t s max ti i
1FiFu 1FiFu
and
< <V s m , n m G ys , n G yt _ m , n m G 0, n G 1 . 4  4Ž . Ž .
Ž .By 1 we have
1rku
k kA s bA y P m , n f AŽ . Ž .Ý Ž .m , nq1 m , n i i mys , nyti i
is1
y aA y A .m , n mq1, n
Set A s s . We may calculate a double sequence A , A , A ,i, j i, j 0, 1 1, 1 0, 2
Ž .A , A A , A , . . . for i, j g V.2, 1 1, 2 0, 3 3, 1
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 4 Ž .Assume that A is a solution of 1 , where m and n are positivem , n
integers. Defined for m G M, n G N, if we can always get a solution
 4  4 Ž .A ) 0, then A is an eventually positive solution of 1 . Otherwisem , n m , n
 4we call A eventually negative.m , n
2. PREPARATORY LEMMAS
To prove our main result we need several preparatory lemmas.
w x ky1Ž . kLEMMA 1 14 . Assume that x, y G 0 and k G 1; then ky x y y F x
k ky1Ž .y y F kx x y y .
w xLEMMA 2 2 . For m G M and n G N, the following formal identity holds:
n
A q A y AŽ .Ý Ý iq1, j i , jq1 i , j
ismys jsnyt
mq1 n m
s A q A y A q A .Ý Ý Ýi , j i , nq1 mys , nyt mq1, nyt
ismysq1 jsnytq1 ismys
 4  4LEMMA 3. Set h s min s , t , i s 1, 2, . . . , u, and A is an e¤entu-i i i m , n
Ž .ally positi¤e solution of 1 ; then
A ) u 2h iyŽ sqt i.A .my s , nyt myh , nyhi i i i
 4 Ž . Ž .Proof. Since A is an eventually positive solution of 1 , from 1 wem , n
have
k kA q A q aA y bAŽ . Ž .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n
u
ks y P m , n f A F 0.Ž .Ý Ž .i i mys , nyti i
is1
Hence we have
A q A q aA F bA .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n
That is,
A - u A - A , 4Ž .mq 1, n m , n m , n
A - u A - A . 5Ž .m , nq1 m , n m , n
Ž .By 4 we have A - u A , that is, A - u A , A -mq 1, n m , n my1, n my2, n my2, n
u A , A - u A . Hence we obtainmy 3, n myŽs y1., n mys , ni i
A - u s iy1A . 6Ž .my 1, n mys , ni
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Ž .Similarly, from 5 we obtain
A - u t iy1Am , ny1 m , nyt i
and
A - u t iy1A . 7Ž .my s , ny1 mys , nyti i i
Ž .From 6 we have
A - u s iyh i A ,my h , n mys , ni i
that is,
A - u s iyh i A . 8Ž .my h , nyh mys , nyhi i i i
Ž .In the same way from 7 we have
A - u t iyh i A . 9Ž .my s , nyh mys , nyti i i i
Ž . Ž .From 8 and 9 we obtain
A ) u 2h iyŽ s iqt i.A .my s , nyt myh , nyhi i i i
The proof is complete.
Ž .3. NONEXISTENCE OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS OF 1
Ž .For 1 , using Lemma 1, we have
u kf AŽ .i mys , nyti iA q A y u A q P m , n F 0. 10Ž . Ž .Ýmq 1, n m , nq1 m , n i ky1 ky1kb Am , nis1
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that
Ž .i
f xŽ .i
lim inf s S g 0, ‘ , lim inf P m , n s P ) 0,Ž . Ž .i i ixx“0 x“0
i s 1, 2, . . . , u ,
Ž . Ž .ii f x is nondecreasing for 1 F i F u,i
Ž .iii
kh q1 kŽ2h yŽs qt ..iu i i ikh q 1 uŽ .ikh i2 S P ) 1,Ý i i kh ky1i kbkhŽ .is1 i
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 4 Ž .where h s min s , t , i s 1, 2, . . . , u; then Eq. 1 cannot ha¤e an e¤entuallyi i i
positi¤e solution.
 4Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A is an eventually positivem , n
Ž . Ž . Ž .solution of 1 ; then from Eq. 1 we have the above inequality 10 holds.
Ž .From 10 we obtain A q A y u A F 0, hence A Fmq 1, n m , nq1 m , n mq1, n
 4u A - A , A - A ; then A is strictly decreasing in mm , n m , n m , nq1 m , n m , n
and n eventually. Thus, lim A s z G 0. We assert that z s 0.m , n“‘ m , n
Ž .Otherwise if z ) 0, using 10 , we also have
u kf AŽ .i mys , nyti iA q A y A q P m , n F 0; 11Ž . Ž .Ýmq 1, n m , nq1 m , n i ky1 ky1kb Am , nis1
Ž .then by taking limits on both sides of 11 we obtain
ku 1 f zŽ .i
0 G z q P ? ) 0,Ý i ky1 ky1kb zis1
Ž .which is a contradiction. In view of 11 , by Lemma 3, we have
2 A A q Amq 1, nq1 mq1, n m , nq1y 1 - y 1
A Am , n m , n
u kf AŽ .i mys , nyti iF y P m , nŽ .Ý i ky1 kkb Am , nis1
u kŽ2h yŽs qt .. ki i if u AŽ .i myh , nyhi i- y P m , nŽ .Ý i ky1 kkb Am , nis1
u kŽ2h yŽs qt .. ki i if u AŽ .i myh , nyhi is y P m , nŽ .Ý i kŽ2h yŽs qt .. ki i iu Amy h , nyhis1 i i
Ak k kŽ2h iyŽ s iqt i..A umy h , nyh my1, ny1i i= ??? ?k k ky1A A kbmy h q1, nyh q1 m , ni i
for all large m and n.
Set
Am , n
a s .m , n Amq 1, nq1
We see that a ) 1 for all large m and n andm n
h kkŽ2h yŽs qt ..u i i i i f A2 u Ž .i myh , nyhi ikq P m , n a - 1.Ž .Ý Łi myj , nyjky1 ka kb Ajs1m , n myh , nyhis1 i i
12Ž .
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Ž .  4From 12 it is not difficult to see that a is bounded above. Otherwisem , n
 4there would exist a subsequence a such that lim sup am , n s“‘ m y1, n y1s t s s
Ž .s ‘. But then in view of assumption i , the left-hand side of the above
inequality will not be bounded above. This contradiction shows that
 4a is bounded above.m , ns t
w . Ž .Now let l s lim inf a , then l g 1, ‘ . Furthermore, from 12s“‘ m , n
we see that
u kŽ2h yŽs qt ..i i i2 u
kh iF 1 y P l S . 13Ž .Ý i i ky1l kbis1
Set
P u kŽ2h iyŽ s iqt i..i
P s , h s kh , i s 1, 2, . . . , u.i i iky1kb
Ž .Then 13 can be rewritten in the form
u2
h iF 1 y P l S , 14Ž .Ý i il is1
which implies l ) 2 and
h q1u il
P S F 1.Ý i i l y 2is1
We also noticed that
h q1ih q1il h q 1Ž .ih imin s 2 ? .
hž / il y 2l)2 hi
Hence we have
h q1iu h q 1Ž .ih iP S ? 2 ? F 1.Ý i i h ihis1 i
It follows that
h q1ikŽ2h yŽs qt ..u i i iu h q 1Ž .ih iP S ? 2 ? F 1,Ý i iky1 h ikb his1 i
Ž .which is contrary to assumption iii ; the proof is complete.
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In the following, we will give an example.
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the partial difference equation
3 31 1
A q A q A y Amq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , nž / ž /3 2
93 3 w x8 n q 2 q n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
6 3q ? 1 q A A s 0,Ž .my 2, ny1 my2, ny13 638n n q 1 1 q n y 1Ž . Ž .
15Ž .
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .since f x s x 1 q x and 15 satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem
Ž .3.1. Thus 15 has no eventually positive solutions. It is very interesting
 4 Ž .mŽ .4 Ž .that A s y1 1rn is an oscillatory solution of 15 .m , n
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that
Ž .i
f xŽ .i
lim lim s S g 0, ‘ , i s 1, 2, . . . , u ,Ž .ixx“0
Ž . Ž .ii f x is nondecreasing, i s 1, 2, . . . , u,i
Ž .iii
mqs nqtu 0 0
ky1lim sup S P i , j ) kb ,Ž .Ý Ý Ý r r
m , n“‘ rs1 ism jsn
 4  4 Ž .where s s min s , s , . . . , s , t s min t , t , . . . , t . Then Eq. 1 has0 1 2 u 0 1 2 u
no e¤entually positi¤e solutions.
 4Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A is an eventually positivem , n
Ž .solution of 1 , from the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is easy to see that
u kf AŽ .i mys , nyti iA q A y A q P m , n F 0. 16Ž . Ž .Ýmq 1, n m , nq1 m , n i ky1 ky1kb Am , nis1
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Ž .Summing 16 from m to m q s and n to n q t and using Lemma 2,0 0
we obtain
mqs nqt0 0
A q A y AŽ .Ý Ý iq1, j i , jq1 i , j
ism jsn
mqs nqt ku 0 0 f AŽ .r iys , jytr rq P i , j F 0Ž .Ý Ý Ý r ky1 ky1kb Ai , jrs1 ism jsn
and
mqs nqt ku 0 0 f AŽ .r iys , jytr rA G P i , j .Ž .Ý Ý Ým , n r ky1 ky1kb Ai , jrs1 ism jsn
Hence
mql nqt ku 0 0 f AŽ .r m , n
P i , j F 1,Ž .Ý Ý Ý r ky1 kkb Am , nrs1 ism jsn
Ž .which is contrary to assumption iii , and the proof is complete.
4. CRITERIA FOR NONEXISTENCE OF POSITIVE
Ž .SOLUTIONS OF EQ. 2
Ž .For Eq. 2 , by using Lemma 1, we obtain
A q A y u Amq 1, n m , nq1 m , n
u 1
q P m , n A F 0. 17Ž . Ž .Ý i mys , nytky1 Žky1.Žsqt . i ikb uis1
U  < 4 U  < 4Setting s s min s 1 F i F u , t s min t 1 F i F u . Due to 0 - u - 1,i i
Ž .and using Lemma 3, 17 can be rewritten in the form
u1
A q A y A q P m , nU U Ž .Ýmq 1, n m , nq1 m , n iky1 Žky1.Žs qt .ž /kb u is1
= A U U F 0. 18Ž .my s , nyt
Set
u1
Q s P m , n .U U Ž .Ým , n iky1 Žky1.Žs qt .kb u is1
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Ž .Hence inequality 18 reduces to
A q A y A q Q A U U F 0. 19Ž .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n mys , nyt
 < 4 w xLet E s l ) 0 1 y lQ ) 0 . By using 6 , we obtain the followingm , n
result.
 U U4THEOREM 4.1. Assume that min s , t ) 0, lim sup Q ) 0,m , n“‘ m , n
and
my1 ny1
Usup l 1 y lQ 1 y lQ - 1;Ž . Ž .Ł Łi , n mys , jž /U Už /ismys jsnytlgE , mGM , nGN
Ž .then Eq. 2 cannot ha¤e an e¤entually positi¤e solution.
w xThe proof of this theorem is similar to Theorem 2.2 in b . Therefore it
is omitted.
We see that if there exists
s Uqt UU Us q tŽ .
Q G q ) 20U U Ž .m , n s qt q1U Us q t q 1Ž .
in Theorem 4.1, then from the inequality
my1 ny1
Usup l 1 y lQ 1 y lQŽ . Ž .Ł Łi , n mys , jž /U Už /ismys jsnytlgE , mGM , nGN
s Uqt UF sup l 1 y lqŽ .Ž .
lgE
s Uqt UF max l 1 y lqŽ .Ž .
0-l-1rq
s Uqt UU Us q tŽ .
s - 1U Us qt q1U Uq s q t q 1Ž .
we can obtain the following corollary.
U U Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 1. Assume that s ) 0, t ) 0, and 20 hold; then 2
has no e¤entually positi¤e solution.
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that s U ) t U ) 0, lim sup Q ) 0, andm , n“‘ m , n
t U
Uytsup l2 1 y lQŽ .Ł my i , nyiž /is1lgE , mGM , nGN
myt Uy1
U= 1 y lQ - 1. 21Ž .Ž .Ł j , nyt
Už /jsmys
Ž .Then 2 has no e¤entually positi¤e solution.
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w xThe proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.3 6 .
Therefore it is omitted.
U U Ž .If t ) s ) 0, the condition 21 reduces to
s U
Uytsup l2 1 y lQŽ .Ł my i , nyiž /is1lgE , mGM , nGN
nys U
U= 1 y lQ - 1. 22Ž .Ž .Ł my s , jž /Ujsnyt
By Theorem 4.2 we can obtain Corollary 2.
COROLLARY 2. Assume that
a a
yhlim inf Q s Q ) 2 , 23Ž .m , n 1qam , n“‘ 1 q aŽ .
Ž .where Q and a are positi¤e constants. Then Eq. 2 has no e¤entually positi¤e
solution.
Proof. Due to
a aayhmax 2 l 1 y lQ s - 1Ž .Ž . 1qahl)0 Q ? 2 1 q aŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .then 21 or 22 holds. By using Theorem 4.2 we can assert that Eq. 2
has no eventually positive solution.
Now let us give another example.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the following partial difference equation:
5 310 y 45Ž .5 5 5A q A q 2 A y 3 A q A s 0.Ž . Ž .mq 1, n m , nq1 m , n m , n my2, ny163
24Ž .
5 10 wŽ U U .s Uqt U Ž U UBecause Q s 1 y 4 r3 ) 27r256 s s q t r s q t qm , n
.s Uqt Uq1 x Ž .1 , the conditions of Corollary 1 are satisfied. Therefore, Eq. 24
1m n 4 Ž . Ž . 4has no eventually positive solution. In fact A s y1 is suchm , n 3
an oscillatory solution.
5. DUAL EQUATION
Ž . Ž .Consider the dual equation of 1 and 2 ,
k kA q A q aA y bAŽ . Ž .my 1, n m , ny1 m , n m , n
u
kq P m , n f A s 0, 25Ž . Ž .Ý Ž .i i mqs , nqti i
is1
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k kA q A q aA y bAŽ . Ž .my 1, n m , ny1 m , n m , n
u
kq P m , n A s 0. 26Ž . Ž .Ý i mqs , nqti i
is1
Indeed, the dual results parallel those obtained above. Their proofs are
similar, too. Therefore the proof will not be given.
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